Three-dimensional objects can be scanned by 3D laser scanners that use active triangulation. These scanners create three-dimensional point clouds from the scanned objects. The laser line is identified in the images, which are captured at given transformations by the camera, and the point cloud can be calculated from these. The hardest challenge is to construct these transformations so that most of the surface can be captured. The result of a scanning may have missing parts because either not the best transformations were used or because some parts of the object cannot be scanned. Based on the results of the previous scans, a better transformation plan can be created, with which the next scan can be performed. In this paper, a method is proposed for transforming a special 3D scanner into a position from where the scanned point can be seen from an ideal angle. A method is described for estimating this transformation in real-time, so these can be calculated for every point of a previous scan to set up a next improved scan.
Introduction 1.Context
A 3D scanner [1] is being developed for which several software modules are needed. Different parts are created by different members of the team, which are integrated into a common project. The scanner creates a point cloud from each scan -as a result of several steps of the scanning pipeline. After the analyzation of this point cloud, further scans may be needed (because for example missing parts). Usually, it can be said that a general transformation setup (for example a 360° rotation) will provide an approximation of the geometry of the object, but there may be much better ways to scan it. In this paper, the first steps of this optimization process are described in detail.
Related works
The development of active triangulation laser scanners has rapidly developed in the last 30 years [2] . Their main advantage is that they can scan the 3D space very precisely, which means that their error can even be a fraction of a millimetre. On the other hand, these scanners are usually slower than some other ones. This tradeoff must be considered for each use case separately; a good comparison can be found in [3] . The way how these scanners operate is based on a simple triangulation method. The scanner knows the exact position of its camera and its laser and it can calculate the positions of the scanned points from these. The principle is described in more details throughout the literature [4] . A similar scanner [5] has already been built with one rotational degree of freedom, where the scanning process was automated. In our case, we have an additional translational degree of freedom that we can take advantage of. With two degrees of freedom more complex objects can be scanned and a larger surface coverage can be achieved. This is a more complex system thus its configuration and automation are more complex as well.
There are several other techniques that can be used for 3D scannings like structured light scanners [6, 7] , time of flight scanners or contact scanners. These are usually less precise, but they have other advantages. Structured light scanners can capture a much larger number of points per second, which means that they are faster. These devices are also capable of scanning moving objects [8] . Time of flight scanners [9] are capable of scanning large distances so they are sometimes better for outdoor usage.
Problem statement
This scanner now has only manual transformation setup interface, where a fixed rotation and translation can be provided. The scanner will perform these transformations and create images with a given frequency. These fixed transformations and this frequency cannot adapt to the surface of the scanned object. This will usually result in such point clouds where the points are unevenly distributed along the scanned surface.
The goal is to create a scanning method that can adapt to the geometry of the scanned object and that can be used by the scanner to create a better scan.
It will also be a task to implement some changes to the scanner software so that it can use this method, but this is not included in this paper.
Background 2.1 Scanner hardware
The laser scanner developed to this task has two degrees of freedom. A rotational one around a vertical axis and a translational one about a horizontal axis. Combinations of the possible transformations provide a good opportunity to scan a quite wide range of objects (of course heavily concave parts cannot be scanned). The hardware, which can be seen in Fig. 1 has six very important components: the controller, the laser, the camera, the two step motors and the turntable.
Scanning workflow
First, the scanner is calibrated with a checkerboard at a fixed position on the turntable, and a homography matrix is generated from the image of the checkerboard. After this point, the scanner always knows the exact position of the turntable and the camera, since the camera is fixed, and the movement of the turntable is controlled by the step motors, which are controlled by the computer.
The details of a scanning process are calculated on the computer, then these are sent to the controller. The two step motors of the scanner do the transformations: rotate and translate the turntable, on which the scanned object is placed, in front of the camera and the laser. The laser emits a vertical line onto the scanned object, then the controller triggers the camera to take a picture of the object and finally the camera sends the image to the computer. The computer then makes further steps like image processing, line tracking, tessellation, mesh generation, error correction and finally the scanned point cloud is visually displayed.
Data structure
As it was mentioned, the scanning pipeline consists of several steps. At a certain point, the line tracker module provides a list of consecutive points from a single image of the laser beam illuminated object and these are going to be stored.
The smallest data structure element is a point. The consecutive list of points provided by the line tracker is called a stripe. The result of a scanning transformation, which can be translational and rotational at the same time, consists of several stripes. The group of these stripes is called a batch. A scanning process consists of several transformations and the group of batches form a cloud.
This data structure is created by the line tracker and it is provided stripe by stripe when they are ready.
These stripes can be processed one by one with the mesh generator. It is also important that the points of these stripes are already at the correct position, which is calculated previously from the homography matrix, so the stripes do not need to be moved anywhere.
Solution requirements
Given the hardware with one rotational and one translational degree of freedom, the laser, and the camera. It is also given that the hardware can only perform these two transformations and the position of the laser and the camera is basically fixed but they may be changed in the future. The setup and the results of the previous scans are stored, and these are accessible later as well, so they can be used for planning the next scan.
A scanning plan is needed for the scanner to perform its next scan. Considering the most general case, this is an ordered list in which all element contains a translational and a rotational data. An example of such transformation plan can be seen in Table 1 .
The execution of the scanning plan is the task of the scanner. First, it must translate and rotate its turntable to the required position then trigger the camera to take a picture. Then the camera sends the captured image to Fig. 1 The 3D scanner with the laser, the camera, the two motors, the controller and the turntable the computer where the image processing is done. When the line tracking is done, they form a stripe, and this is added to the current batch of the point cloud. Finally, this must be repeated for all entries of the scanning plan. The pseudocode of this process is given by Algorithm 1. It depends on the software of the controller how fast the motors are moved. The only requirement is to reach all the desired positions.
Later, it will be a further requirement to create the scanning plan in such way, that the scanned stripes are equally distributed around the scanned object as far as possible. It is not the best solution to have all the stripes on one side and nothing on the other side of the scanned object. This is of course not possible at the first scanning since the scanner does not know anything about the scanned object, but later all the previous scans of the object are available. Furthermore, sometimes different parts of an object are desired to be scanned in a more detailed way, which means that such requirements can be additional parameters of the scanning plan creation process. Such detail requirements can be given as a function of the position on the perimeter.
Furthermore, the first few iterations might not result in a perfect scan either, so this iterative method must be continued. It is very important to create a module for analyzing these results and evaluating the stopping criteria based on some previously provided parameters. These parameters can be for example:
• the maximum number of iterations that can be performed
• the maximum number of stripes that can be created • the maximum distance between two stripes • the maximum available time for a scanning process (a detailed scanning process may last longer).
Reducing the problem
Assuming that there are some previously scanned batches of the object (this can be a simple 360° rotational scan), the parts to be repaired can be calculated. This will typically be a point cloud which can be divided into connected groups. These are called error groups. This basically means, that certain parts of the object should be repaired, and these parts are distinguished from each other. Visually, an error group means a piece of the surface that should be repaired, and this can be described by a list of points [10] . As an example, the error groups of a scanned object can be seen in Fig. 2 .
The point cloud now means the group of those points that describe one error group. This may be the whole point cloud if there aren't any distinguished error groups. To repair this point cloud, transformations are needed for the scanner, with which it can scan the object again. To calculate these transformations, the analyzation of this point cloud is needed.
Perpendicular projection
As the scanner can only translate the scanned objects along a horizontal line and rotate it around a vertical axis, the error groups are projected to the horizontal plane for further calculations. The vertical positions can be disregarded because the transformations can only be made in the horizontal plane. This means that the vertical positions do not influence the transformations. Now the projected point cloud can be visualized as a planar set of Fig. 2 The error groups of a scanned object points. This can be seen in Fig. 3 . These points are to be approximated by a curve so that the scanner can schedule its next scan along this approximation.
The point cloud now means the group of those points that describe one error group. To repair this point cloud, a transformation plan is needed for the scanner, with which it can scan the object again. To calculate this, the analyzation of the point cloud is needed.
Curve approximation
There are several approaches for approximating a set of two-dimensional points with a line. For example, the least squares [11] , moving least square, improved moving least squares [12] or the weighted least square methods. These are used in the iterative closest point algorithm [13] . This method always monotonically converges to the nearest local minimum of a mean-square distance metric.
This could be further improved by feature extraction [14] [15] [16] , spline approximations [17, 18] or by identifying more 2D primitives. These features can be categorized and handled similarly.
Another approach is to calculate an average point for each stripe of the projected error group and this will represent that particular stripe. In this case, the projected error group will be represented by the same number of points as the number of stripes that were included in the error group. These points can now be connected, and the resulting polygon will be the approximating curve. This can be seen in Fig. 4 .
The two-dimensional point cloud that is to be repaired now represented by an approximating curve. This curve either represents an error group or the whole point cloud of the object if there are no error groups.
Scanning the approximating curve
Given the approximating curve that is to be rescanned, so the question is how this should be done. The turntable should somehow be transformed so that each part of the curve gets in front of the camera and the laser. Since the hardware has two degrees of freedom (the translation and the rotation), there are usually infinitely many combinations of these transformations that will be adequate for this.
From the point of view of the laser, the best position to illuminate a point is where the normal vector of the point intersects the laser. In this case, it is the least probable to have something between the laser and the scanned point that can hide the laser beam. From the point of view of the camera, almost the same is true, since this is the least probable position to have something between the camera and the scanned point, that can hide the point from the camera.
Consequently, the best position for the scanned point would be such position from where its normal points in the direction of the camera and the laser at the same time. This is impossible, so an intermediate solution is to place the scanned point in such a position, where 1. the line formed by the scanned point and its normal as a direction vector is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment formed by the camera and the laser and 2. the normal vector of the scanned point points towards the point that is halfway between the camera and the laser (this means that the normal vector does not point in the opposite direction).
This can be seen in Fig. 5 where the approximating curve is a circle, P scanned is the scanned point and P ideal is the point that is halfway between the camera and the laser.
Ideal transformation for scanning a point
The ideal scanning position is now given, so the scanner must be transformed to this position and trigger the camera to create a picture. The question is how to achieve such position.
A general point is given by its coordinates, such position can be seen in Fig. 6 , which may be a calculated value from the parametric approximating curve. If the proper Fig. 3 The projected points of the error groups of Fig. 2 Fig . 4 The approximated curve of the projected points in Fig. 3 rotation of the required transformation is given then the translation can easily be calculated, since the rotated point only needs to be translated to the x-axis (so that the laser illuminates it).
Equation to calculate the required rotation
The first step is to translate the turntable along the y-axis so that A lies on the x-axis. This translated point is denoted by A' . The length of this transformation is given by the y-coordinate of the original point A. The other translated points are denoted by O' and C' . The result of this translation can be seen in Fig. 7 . The second step is to rotate and translate the turntable until C', A' and P i are collinear while A' stays on the x-axis, where P i is the ideal point. This can be seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . To achieve this, the equation of the line formed by A' and P i must be satisfied by point C'. In the following expressions, α in the subscript of a point means that the point is obtained by rotating the turntable by α and translating the turntable along the y-axis so that the image of A is on the x-axis.
The equation of line A' and P i after an α rotation about the centre of the turntable can be given by the point-slope formula (Eq. (1)). 
The slope m of the point-slope formula is expressed from points P i and ′ A α (Eq. (5)). α and the ideal point P i , the point-slope formula can be parametrized in the following way (Eq. (6)).
After substituting the previously calculated values and some simplification, the equation contains only constants and α which is to be calculated (Eq. (7)). 
6 Rotation angle calculation The calculated implicit equation (Eq. (7)) in Section 5.1 is going to be used frequently so its evaluation must be fast. The following proposed solution uses an iterative method for finding the solution for (Eq. (7)). An angular error is calculated during the iterations that shows the required modification for the next iteration. This angular error is the counter-clockwise directed angle from line C' A' to A' P i and it is always just an estimation of the required angle. This angle can be seen in Fig. 10 .
A rotation by this estimated angular error usually moves point A' from the x-axis (Fig. 11) , so in this case, the next step is to perform a translation so that ′ A α gets to the x-axis again (from Fig. 11 to Fig. 12 ). The amount of this translation is simply the y coordinate of the rotated ′ A α point. The estimated angular error for the next iteration can now be seen in Fig. 12 . In the beginning, the estimated angular error is 72.473° in the example Fig. 10 . After the first iteration, this angular error is only −18.233° in the example Fig. 12 . After the second iteration, this angle is less than 4° in the example Fig. 13 .
Convergence of the algorithm
This process converges very fast, which means that it can be used for real-time calculations as well. After fourteen iterations the error is less than 10 −8 degrees which is more than enough for positioning the turntable to the right position. The errors until the fourteenth iteration are shown by Table 2 and these values are also visualized on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 14 .
It can also be seen in Table 2 that the sign of the angular error is alternating. This means that each calculated angular error is an upper estimation of the required rotation.
The provided Java class (Code 1) calculates the required angle for positioning a point to the ideal scanning position. This solves the implicit equation Eq. (7) presented in Section 5.1 with the method described in Section 6.
The function in Code 1 receives the parameters required for solving the equation. The values of these parameters are based on the position where the turntable is shifted so that A' is on the x-axis. This position can be seen in Fig. 7 . The function also has a maximum error parameter, which is an angle in degrees that the error of the resulting angle cannot exceed. The variables in the function are named by omitting the ' symbols so A' is called A for example.
Evaluation
A method was proposed for positioning the turntable of the scanner in a position that is generally ideal both from the point of view of the camera and the laser for scanning a given point. This basically requires three steps, two of which are trivial translations and the third is the rotation that is calculated in Section 6. The calculations were implemented and tested in Java and these were also presented. This implementation calculates the required angle fast enough for real-time usage, which is an essential requirement in most cases.
As it can be seen in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 the iterative method can calculate such transformations that can hardly be done by hand. With these new transformations, a larger surface coverage of the object could be achieved. In this particular case, every part of the object could be scanned. In some cases, there may be heavily concave parts, that cannot be scanned. These parts will simply by omitted and the rest of the object is scanned.
This method is ideal if a single point is to be scanned or if the approximating curve does not have too concave parts. On the other hand, there may be more difficult situations as well if the approximating curve is more complex. The shadow effect, for example, may also appear and hide the scanned point from either the laser or the camera. Some of these cases are impossible to be scanned with this hardware but a few of these can be handled in some way.
Future work
This method is perfect for transformation plan generation of simple objects. In more complex cases, calculations based on only the ideal angle used in this paper will possibly result in inadequate results. These transformations may sometimes hide the camera from seeing the required point or hide the laser beam from illuminating the required point. To avoid these cases, a more detailed analysis of the previous scans is needed so that only such transformations are generated that are adequate for scanning the required point (at least based on the previous scanning data).
This may probably require the introduction of a safety angle which would mean a reasonable distance between the laser beam and those parts of the object that are not currently scanned. The same is needed for the camera so that it can always see the laser beam illuminated point.
A further task is to perform these scans is such way, that the scanned points are equally distributed along the perimeter. This would make it easier to perform a scan with a given precision regardless of the size of the object. The current settings always make denser point clouds of smaller objects since they are closer to the centre of rotation.
